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1. Introduction

1.1. Suppose that the functions wk(zi, z2), k = \, 2(x), are regular in a

four-dimensional domain Sßi of the complex variables Z\, z2. The trans-

formation w of S81 into a domain 332 by a pair of functions Wk, for which

d(wi, w2)/d(zi, z2) does not vanish identically, is called a PT (pseudo-conformal

transformation). We are here concerned with general PT's in which the map-

ping is not necessarily one-one with respect to the schlicht space of the vari-

ables. Suppose that Si is a fixed schlicht domain in the space (21, s2), which

contains the point (0, 0) in its interior. Let

e = e(»i)
be some specified subfamily of the family of domains 582 obtainable from S81 by

PT's w which satisfy a certain normalization hypothesis at (0, 0) ; and let

M = M(Sß2)

be the euclidean measure of a geometrical object defined for each S32 of Q(2).

The problem of the bounds between which M($$2) may vary for 932GC(^i)

forms an important chapter in the theory(3).

In this paper we give inequalities for the volume of a subdomain 93| of 932,

where

S8l=S(S82)

is derived from 332 by the following geometrical operation. We Cut 932 with

the plane arg wk = \pk = constant, the intersection ©2(^1, 1^2) being a plane set

which consists in general of many disconnected components. We suppose that

w(0, 0) = (0, 0); we denote by ©l^i. iW that connected component of the

intersection of 932 with arg wk=\pk for which w(0, 0) is a boundary point(4),

and define 93| = S(932) to be the domain of which the intersection with every

Presented to the Society, September 11, 1940; received by the editors November 25, 1940.

(') To avoid endless repetition, we shall omit the statement "k = 1, 2" hereafter. Whenever

the index k occurs, it is to have the values 1 and 2.

(2) For example, M may be the distance of the boundary of S82 from the origin, or the vol-

ume of 33 2.

(3) As it does in conformai mapping. See also Bergman [4, chap. 5] and [6, pp. 3-7 J. The

numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography, p. 162.

(4) Since in general the domain 83 2 is not schlicht, there may exist points (0, 0) lying in

other sheets which are images of points (zi, z¡) different from (0, 0). For a more detailed de-

scription of @î2(^i, H) see §7.
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plane arg wk = ipk, Oú4>kS2iv, is (with exception of a set of measure zero)

@22(^i> yj/2). (Figure 1 is a schematic diagram in which the quadrant arg wk = \pk

is replaced by the half-line arg w=\f/, and represents the construction in

one variable.) We obtain an inequality for the volume of 33| which de-

pends: (i) on the initial domain 53i(6); (ii) on an average over S81 of the

/^    ^V íviíüí-space

Fig. 1

first partial derivatives of wk (see (5.12)); and (iii) on the "mean valency"

of Sß2—an hypothesis which, in the case of one complex variable, is the gen-

eralization of the notion of p-valency (6). All PT's of the given fixed domain S8i

may be arranged in classes Q according to their "mean valency," and the in-

equality for the volume of $82 then depends on S3i, Q, and the average indicated

in (ii).

Finally we should like to point out that the generalization of our results

to n variables, n>2, would involve no essentially new ideas.

(s) We take for S3i the unit bicylinder, but an inequality analogous to the one given in this

paper can be found for any domain S3i, and by the same general methods. However, the hy-

potheses of the theorem would have to be changed accordingly. Concerning other distortion

theorems, see Bergman [4, pp. 124-158] and [5, chap. 9].

(8) The idea of mean valency in one variable was first introduced by Spencer in his paper

[1].
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2. Notation

2.1. Manifolds will be denoted by German letters, the superscript denot-

ing the dimension of the manifold. However, we omit the superscript if the

manifold is four-dimensional or a point. In operations on sets we use the

customary symbols(7). For example, (5"-(S™ denotes the common part (inter-

section) of g" and <g™, g™X@2 the topological product of the two sets, unE@m

means that "a" is contained in gm," and so on.

We use the symbol S to denote logical summation over a set,—for example

SatíR™ SB(a) is the sumset of the family of sets @"(a) where a, the parameter

of the family, runs through a set 9îm. By E [ • • • ] we mean the set of points

the coordinates of which satisfy the conditions indicated in the brackets.

However, the intersection of a manifold S" with E [ • • • ] will be denoted

g"- [•••]. By V(33) we denote the volume of a domain 33, by A(582) the

area of 932.

In this paper we shall consider the PT's of manifolds of the Ziz2-space,

zk=Xk+iyk, into manifolds of the Wiwvspace, Wk — uk+ivk, where Xi, yi, X2, y2,

and «i, Vi, u2, v2, are the Cartesian coordinates of the respective spaces. The

element of volume in the Zi32-space will be denoted by áwz, in the wiw2-space

by doiw. Manifolds of the ZiZ2-space will be denoted by (German) letters with

subscript 1, and those of the WiW2-space will be denoted by letters with sub-

script 2. Let C(o!i, a2, oc3, at) be some coordinate system in four-dimensional

space. Given a manifold SDT, we define the projection of <ÍRn on C\(av, • ■ •, a5),

~Pap...a<¡(W) say, as the totality of number sets (Ap, • ■ ■ , Aq) for which

(Ai, A2, A3, AC) are the coordinates of some point of ÜÖ?".

Finally we shall say that a function/(zi, z2) is regular in Sic", wS=3, if there

exists a four-dimensional manifold containing <$Rn in which / is regular. In

particular we shall say that a function f(oi, a2) is an analytic function of two

real variables a\, a2, regular in a domain g2, if it can be developed in a power

series Y.arrin(ai-af)m(a2-af)n at any point (af, af) of %2, the series con-

verging absolutely and uniformly in some neighborhood of (a(°\ a2]).

3. Results for functions of one variable

3.1. The resuit which we prove is a generalization to two complex vari-

ables of a theorem of Golusin [l ], which in turn is a generalization of the

lemma of Schwarz.

Suppose that w(z) is regular for |z| <1, that w(0)=0, |w'(0)| =1, and

that $2 is the map of E[|z| <1 ] by w= [w=w(z)\. Then A (SB*) (multiply-

covered regions being counted multiply) is not less than ir. Golusin's theorem

states that not only A (S2), but also A(Sßl2), is at least equal to w, where the

domain Sßf is the two-dimensional analogue of the domain 33f defined above

(see Figure 1). A more precise version of Golusin's theorem was given by

Bermant [l ] and lately a still more precise one by Spencer [2 ].

(') See for example Hausdorff, Mengenlehre, 2d edition, 1928, Section 1.
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The final form of the results may be stated as follows :

Suppose that w(z) is regular for E [| z\ < 1 ], that w(0) =0, | w'(0) \ = 1, and

letSßl2 be the portion of Sol which is visible to an eye placed at w(0) if all boundary

elements o/582 are opaque. Then

(3.1.1) A [w_1(932t2) ] • A(9322) = x*,

with equality only if w = z(s).

Now the generalization of these results to two variables is not immediate;

we require certain new ideas and methods, in particular the following two

concepts: (i) Four-dimensional "mean valency," and a new representation

for the volume of a four-dimensional (in general multiply-covered) domain

(see §4). Mean valency here assumes an interesting form, which puts the

general concept of valency in a new light, even in one variable, (ii) A new

kind of area, "5-area." If, in passing from conformai transformations to PT's,

ordinary area is replaced by volume, length of curves by J5-area of surfaces,

a generalization is obtained, involving -B-area and volume, of inequalities

between length and area (see Bergman [4, Chap 5, §6, pp. 147-149]), and

this method is adopted in §8.

4. Mean valency

4.1. Given a space U2" = E [|wH| < °°, H = l, 2, ■ • • ,«]we first choose a

suitable coordinate system W in U2n, and then some particular one of the co-

ordinates, X=X(w), say. If 582n is an arbitrary (in general multiply-covered)

domain, we denote by 532n(A) the domain 582"-[X<A], that is, the subdomain

of $B2n for which 0=X<A. Suppose now that SB2," ¡s a given domain. Then we

say that932n is mean p-valent with respect to SB2," i° the direction X if

(4.1.1) V[932"(A)] = ¿V[5Bon(A)]

for all A>0, where p is a positive real number(9). Since in this paper we shall

be concerned with only one domain 5Ö2,", and with fixed direction of measure X

in a fixed system of coordinates, we shall say simply that332n is mean ¿»-valent.

For example, suppose that «=1, and that we choose for W the  polar  co-

(8) w_1(S3j2) a"d S3]2 are both schlicht domains which contain the points z = 0, w = 0, re"

spectively (but in two variables 23] is not necessarily schlicht). S3]2 is a "star-like" domain (the

"star" of 33j with respect to the point a>(0)). Any point of 23]2 can be reached by starting at

o>(0) =0 and travelling outward along a radius.

If S32 is itself a "star" domain, then 23+2 = S32; the difference between the areas of S32 and 23t2

is in a certain sense inversely as the "star-likeness" of S32.

(*) We could, of course, define mean valency without introducing the domain 230", merely

replacing the right-hand member of (4.1.1) by a function of A; but the geometrical interpreta-

tion seems to us desirable here.

When n = 1, V becomes area, which we denote by A.
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ordinates X, ^(10), so that w=\ei*. If then we take S8§ to be the whole plane,

that is

(4.1.2) S8o = E[| w\ ^ 1] + E[| w\ = 1],

the inequality (4.1.1) becomes the hypothesis of mean p-valency in one varia-

ble (see Spencer [l ]).

In the case of U4 we write wk = rkei*>', and define X and p by the equation

(4.1.3) p + i\ = (n + ir2)2.

We take now for W the coordinates(n) X, p, fa, fa. Next, in analogy with

(4.1.2), we take

(4.1.4) 33o = E[| wk\ = 1] + E[| w* | è 1].

The coordinate system X, p, fa, fa, and standard domain 930 defined by

(4.1.3) and (4.1.4), respectively, will be used throughout this paper.

4.2. We now formulate these definitions analytically, and, for purposes of

comparison, we first formulate the hypothesis in one variable.

Let(12) n(X, fa =ns2(X, fa be the number of times S32 covers the point (X, fa

of the schlicht space. We define

(4.2.1) Ps82(X) = (l/2x) j   n(X,¿)#.

Then

(4.2.2) A[582(A)] =   f   P(X)d(xX2).
J o

In particular, taking 932=5>o, we have p(X) =Pa2(X) = 1 for all X, and so

(4.2.3) A[80(A)] =   f   ¿(xX2).
J 0

Substituting from (4.2.3) and (4.2.2) into (4.1.1), the hypothesis of mean

¿»-valency in one variable may be expressed in the form

/►A /»Ap(\)¿(xX2) = p I    d(xX2) = ¿xA2 (A > 0).
0 Jo

4.3. In the space of two variables we choose the coordinate system defined

above by (4.1.3), and take for 330 the domain (4.1.4). We let n(X, p, \pi, \p2)

= n$(X, p, yj/i, fa) be the number of times that 93 covers the point (X, p, fa, fa)

of the schlicht space, and define

(10) X will be used throughout to denote the coordinate which occurs above.

(u) These coordinates assume for some purposes a role-similar to that of the polar coordi-

nates X, \f/ in one variable. See Bergman [3, §3].

(12) we omit the subscript S32 when it is clear on what domain the functions n, p, • • •

depend.
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/sa
n(X, », fr, *2)(\2 + m2)-"2^,

-OO

J    N»(X, *,, ^2)#i#2.
Then

(4.3.3) V[58(A)] =   f   p(X)á(,r2X2).
« n

In particular, if we take 33 =330 (cf. (4.1.4)), we have p(X)=Píb0(X)

= (1/2) I lg (2/X)|,andso

(4.3.4) V[33o(A)] = (p/2) C \\g (2/X) | ¿(,r2X2).
J o

Substituting from (4.3.3) and (4.3.4) into (4.1.1), the hypothesis of mean

¿»-valency in two variables becomes

(4.3.5) f   pfxyryx*) Ú (P/2) f    I lg (2/X) | d(,r2X2) (A > 0).

Remark. If P is a point for which X = 0, we shall (for convenience) denote

the coordinates of P by (0, p, ipi, fa) even though \px or fa may be meaningless.

For example, if ju >0, we shall write n(0, p,fa,fa) for n(0, (J.,fa).

4.4. A necessary and sufficient condition that ¿»-valency should imply

mean ¿»-valency with respect to a domain 33o is that

332T = U2\

The particular definition of mean ¿»-valency (bicylindrical mean ¿»-valency)

selected above satisfies this condition in one, but not in two, variables. Since

this definition carries with it certain important metrical properties, it is natu-

ral to expect that many theorems associated with valency in one variable will

be true in two variables under a hypothesis of mean valency, but false under

one of valency alone.

4.5. In this paper we shall be concerned with the hypothesis only when

¿> = 1. Suppose that F(A) is a real function of A, defined for A^O, which satis-

fies the following two conditions :

(4.5.1) 0 ;£ AF(A) ^ 1 (A > 0).

(4.5.2) I    F(A)dA = 1/2.
•7 0

We shall say that a domain 33 is mean one-valent with excess a, or that 33

belongs to the class 75(a), a = 0, if there exists an F(A) satisfying (4.5.1) and

(4.5.2) and such that, for all A>0,

(4.5.3) f   Ps8(X)d(7r2X2)  =  (1/2)    f    I lg (2/X) I d(w2\2) + «A«F(A).
Jo J 0
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5. Statement of the theorem

5.1. We write

zk = Pkeiet,        duz = pip2dpidp2ddidd2,

and denote the unit bicylinder E[|z*| < 1 ] by 93i. By 53t we mean the domain

obtained from a domain 93 by the geometrical operation discussed in the in-

troduction (§1)(13).

Theorem. Suppose that the PT

(&) 3—4 k
(5.1.1) w:    wk = wk(zi, z2) = a2-k,k-izk + zx   z2fk(zi, z2),

where | «2—*, k—11 = 1> and where fk(zi, z2) is regular inSßi, mapsSßi on a domain

932. Then (i) î/ïilG^iai)   [in particular ¿/^G^ai) ], and (ii) if

<51-2'   ////  , ¿Ft1!J J J J w-i(SBj)    k=i L\Zk\

dwi    dw2 \~\    dooz
-1-1= <*2

dz3-k dz3_k | J     wxw2

(in particular if ////ss, • • • =^2), we have

(5.1.3) V [w-»(»I) ] • V(93l) = /Í(ai, «,)

where

r      4ai + 02"!
(5.1.4) K(ai, a,) = (x/4)4 exp-——-   .

L       x2 lg 2 J

Remark. We prove the theorem subject to the additional hypothesis

that(14) n¡a2(0, p, fa, fa) ¿1, but indicate in §9 how this restriction may be re-

moved. However, since the removal of the condition involves only technical

complications and no new ideas, we give only a sketch.

5.2. Let Q be the class of domains 932 arising from the bicylinder(16) 93i by

PT's w normalized at (0, 0). If P is a point of 932, we may take for the coordi-

nates of P the coordinates of the point P' = w_1(P), and thus define in 932 a

new system of coordinates A^(932), say. The intersection %^(fa, fa) defined

in §1 has the property that its area (multiply-covered portions being counted

multiply) is the same whether measured in the A- or J5-sense (A is ordinary

area; for the definition of B-area see Bergman [2], or §8.1). The integral on

the left-hand side of (5.1.2) is a measure of the invariance of this property

to the change of coordinates, and (5.1.2) states that the average with respect

to (1^1, fa) of the difference between the A- and 5-areas of ©^(^îi ^2) in the

new system Â^(532) does not exceed a2.

(131 For a more detailed description of 23^ we refer the reader to §7.

(M) For the definition of n see §4.

(15) The bicylinder 23i is the "representative domain" of Q with respect to (0,0) see Berg-

man [4, chap. 7, pp. 215-230] and [5, chap. 10]).
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5.3. By the theorem in one variable cited in §3, we see that the result

of the theorem is true with K = tt4 when w is a product PT. In the above

theorem we suppose that all but one of the coefficients which border the

matrices of coefficients of wi and w2 are zero, and this hypothesis in itself (16)

excludes from consideration all product PT's except the trivial rotation

Wk = a2tlttt_1zk. Although product PT's (in which only the coefficients border-

ing the matrices of wx and w2 appear) are a small class compared to the class

of PT's admitted by our hypothesis (even for fixed ax, a2), nevertheless the

question arises as to why product PT's are not a special case of our theorem.

The answer is that the inclusion of "product-like" PT's would involve nothing

essentially new, but would require two mutually exclusive sets of hypotheses

in our theorem.

6. Preliminary remarks concerning the proof

6.1. The proof is divided into two parts—a geometrical part (§7), and an

analytical part (§8). In order not to interrupt the argument later, we sum up

here certain facts to which we shall constantly refer.

6.2. First, we may assume that the functions wk are regular in the closed

bicylinder ©i (T)i is the closure of 33i) ; therefore in some domain which con-

tains ®i. For, having proved the theorem in this special case, we can apply

it to the functions

-1 (*) 3-i  k   2
(6.2.1) p   Wk(pzi, pz2) = ö2-*,t-iZi + Zi   z2p fk(pzu pz2)

where p<l, and then let p—>1. In particular, we may assume that/i and f2

are bounded in 3)i.

Secondly, from the hypothesis that the PT is schlicht on |z*| =0, it now

follows that there exists a ô such that the mapping is schlicht for |ZiZ2| <5.

Assuming, therefore, that e is sufficiently small, we see that the pair of in-

verse functions Zk(wi, w2) have the form

(6.2.2) Zk(wi, w2) = wk/a2-k.k-i + Wi   w2 gk(wu w2),

where the gk are both regular in the portion of J)2 (£>2 is the closure of 332)

for which either |wi| <e, or |w2| <e. A particular consequence of (6.2.2) is

that, if X^Xo, points (wh w2) of £)2 for which | wxw2\ =X, are transformed into

points (zi, z2) which satisfy

I II ,        CD     2 i, (2) 2       |
ZiZ2 \ = \ Wx + aw WxW2gx    ■ \w2 + a0i WxW2g2

(6.2.3)
= I wxw21 + 0( I Wxw212) = X + 0(X2),

and conversely.

(") Furthermore, product PT's do not in general satisfy the mean-valency restrictions of

our theorem when on is finite (but they satisfy (5.1.2) with <*2 = 0).
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7. Proof. Geometrical part

7.1. Throughout this section we assume that the PT's which we consider

satisfy not only the hypotheses of the theorem, but also the additional hy-

potheses of §6. In particular, therefore, we assume that the functions wk are

regular for E[|z*| iSP*], where P*>1. Such a PT transforms the (closed)

bicylinder

SMP*) = E[|a*| = P*]

into a domain 3)2(Pa,) imbedded in a many-sheeted Riemannian space. At each

point P of SBi(Pt) = E[| zk | < P*] at which

(7.1.1) 7(zi, z2) = d(wi, w2)/d(zi, z2) 5¿ 0

the PT is locally schlicht : that is to say, the different sheets are not connected

in a neighborhood of w(P). The surface 3?|= w(33f), where

(7.1.2) «î = E[/(*,, z2) =0],

is the "branch surface" of the Riemannian space in which ^2(Pk) lies. We

divide the points of 33| into two classes: (i) branch points of the first kind,

which are transforms of points (zi, Z2) at which J(zi, Z2) has only one prime

factor (which may, however, be raised to a power higher than the first) ; and

(ii) branch points of the second kind, which correspond to points (zi, z2) where

J(zu z2) has more than one prime factor (17). Since /has only a finite number

of factors (z2— a^), we can, by the Weierstrass preparation theorem and

the Heine-Borel covering theorem, cover 33i(P*) with finitely many domains

®i,,-, j = l, 2, ■ • • , «, such that(18), in each ®i,y

J(zi, Zi) = zln [zi — aa(z2) ]    Œ(zi, z2)
H

where Í2(zi, z2) is regular and nonvanishing in ®i,p, and where the aH(z2) are

algebroid functions (19).

The function

A(*i) =    II    [ccbM - a,(z2)]2,
H,p;B.*p

being a regular function of z2, vanishes at only a finite number of points a2p).

Since there are only finitely many points (a^\ a2v)), a^ — aB(aip)) there are

(") See Osgood [l, chap. 2, §20, p. 111]. With exception of finitely many points (z[r\ z^)'

we can suppose that these factors have the form [zi—a(z2)].

(1S) For the sake of brevity we suppose that the point in the neighborhood of which we

consider J(z\, z¡) is the origin.

(*') A function a = a(z) satisfying the equation am-|-gi(z)a'"_1-r- • ■ • -f-gm(z)=0, where

gp(z), p = \, 2, • • • , m, are analytic functions of one complex variable regular in SU2, is said

to be "algebroid in SK2."
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only finitely many branch points of the second kind and we can, therefore,

with finitely many exceptions, write in the neighborhood of every point

(z<0),z<0)) either

J(zx,z2) = [z{ - a(zi)]"ü(z{, ti),

or

J(Zx, Zi)  = Z2"0(Zl', z2'),

where z* =zk— zt°\ and where a(z2') is a regular function of Z2. We remove

from 3?2 the branch points of the second kind, and denote the remaining sur-

face by g2..

By the Heine-Borel theorem and the results of Osgood [l ] we can cover

every closed subdomain of g2, with finitely many neighborhoods ^2¡p such that

to each %2yP there corresponds a uniformizing transformation

(7.1.3) 0-1 = (wx - H(w2)yi™,        0-2 = w2,

or <ti = Wx, a2=(w2— H(wx))llm, where 77 is a suitably chosen analytic func-

tion of one complex variable, such that the PT

(7.1.4) ak = <jk(zx, z2)

is one-one in g2,P-

7.2. We now derive certain trivial properties of w, in particular, that W

is a topological transformation. We write

2

»i..(P*) = 33i(Pa) -SE[|í*| g c]
4=1

(7.2.1) -, .       1 .
-   s e[|Zi- ri|2 + |z2 -ïi\* = «*].

(fi.fJeSBi2

(7.2.2) »i..(P*) = w[33i,,(P*)].

Lemma 1. There exists a number C, depending only on w and e, such that

we have the following inequality connecting the length L(lj) of a curve l\ in SBi,((Pt)

with the length of its transform \l= w(l{) :

(7.2.3) C_1L(l2) ̂  L(lî) ^ CL(IÍ).

In fact, let \l = K[wk = wk(u), 0-u^i ], where wk(u) is differentiable in u.

Then

2   I   2      dzj    dwk

\ j_i I du I / /„i I k=x dwk     du

2-

du2

Srt¿i^nrt|^l>,L i-i k-x I owj I J  L t_il  ou  I J
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and analogously

{dL[ll(u)}}2 g[ ±±
L ¡=i k=i

Setting

r -   ,  T v v _?!L 2 ff  ä»'|lC   — max I max / .   / . , max / .   / . 1 ,
U»i."!>e8i.iW¡.u-i  dwj      («i,is)E»i,e(Pjt)   ,,i w   dz,- I J

we have the lemma. Furthermore L(ll) ¿¡ CL(l\) throughout S3i(P*); and

L(l}) =~ CL*(là) if i\E%i,m, where L*(lj) denotes the length of í¡ in the (Ti<r2-space

(see (7.13)), and %i.m=w~l(%»,m).

Since the transforms of the hyperspheres of radius e and centers

w_1(wi"', w2"') He in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of (w["\ w^), where

(w['\ w^), v = 1, 2, • • • , «, are branch points of the second kind, we see that,

if a sequence of points PH tends to a limit P0 in the ziz2- (or Wiw2-) space, then

limn-, w(P„) = w(Po) (or IimH.. wKPh) = w^Po)). Also

lim V[»,..(P»')] = V[»,(P*')] (P¿ < P*).

7.3. We shall denote the transform of the bicylinder93i(r*) =E [\zk\ <rk],

Tk<Pk, by ^82(Tk). The boundary of Sß2(rk) consists of the two hypersur-

faces(20)

(7.3.1) (¿(r*) =   S     E[w*
0SXá2ir

(7.3.2) 6Î,(t*) =   S     E[wA
0S\á2r

and their intersection %t(Tk) = &li(Tk) • 622(7"*) is the distinguished boundary

surface of 582(rk).

We shall find it convenient to define a real (uniformly) continuous func-

tion G2(wi, w2; Tk) in 932(P,0 which is positive in $52(Tk), nonpositive in

332(P/t)— S82(rk), and, therefore, zero on the boundary of 932(Tfc). The exist-

ence of such functions follows from the fact that $82(7"*) is an image of a bi-

cylinder 53i(t*); we can define an analogous function d(zi, z2; rk) in 93i(Pa),

and then Gi[zi(wi, w2), z2(wi, w2); rk] is a function possessing the indicated

properties. However, given Sß2(rk), G2(wi, w2; rk) can be constructed without

using the PT w-1.

7.4. We now discuss the surface

(7.4.1) ©22(^i, fa) = E[arg wk = fa. = const, (w,, w2) G S3í(P*)].

(2o) The double subscripts are written without a comma; for example h32l for 6^,, the first,

number, 1 or 2, indicating the space (ziz2) or {10^2). See §2.

;     J   L 1=1 I    5«      Jdz

wk(TieiX, zt), | z2| ^ t2],

wt(zi, r2eiX),  | zi| ^ n],
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Lemma 2. There exists a set(n) §2, m(§2)=4ir2, lying in the square

E[0^fc<27r] such that, if (fa, fa)E.^, t&r&Kfa, fa) ¿s composed of only
finitely many points.

We remark that, since the number of branch points of the second kind is

finite, we can further suppose that <£%(fa, fa) contains no such points if

(fa,fa)£&.

Fig. 2

Denoting branch points of the second kind by (w["]', w^), v = \,2, ■ ■ ■ , p,

we can (by the Weierstrass preparation theorem and the Heine-Borel theo-

rem) cover the domain 332(P¿) — SJLiE [|w»i — w[r)\ 2+\ w2 — w2v)\ 2<e] with a

(21) m( $2) denotes the measure of £2.
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finite number of domains ~2,m in such a way that in each I2,,,. (the closure of 
~2,m) the branch surface ~~ can be represented in the form(22) 

(7.4.2) 

or 
W2 = H(Wl}, 

where H is an analytic function of one complex variable regular in the projec-
tion P"'k [I2,,,.] of I 2,,,. on the wk-plane (see §2). 

Suppose that the first representation of (7.4.2) is valid for ~~. ~2,,,.. Then 
(7.4.2) can be written in the form 

(7.4.3) 'I = [H('2eii-2)H('2e-ii-2) ]1/2, 1/11 = (1/2i) [lg H('2eii-.) - 19 H('2e-ii-.)]. 

Since H ¢O, 'I and 1/11 are one-valued and regular functions of '2 and 1/12. In 
the neighborhood 9l(P) of any point P of ~. ~2,m in which. 

(7.4.4) D('2, 1j12) = a [lg H('2eii-2) - l~ H('2e-ii-2) l! a'2 ¢ 0, 

the surface ~~. ~2,m can also be written in the form 

(7.4.5) 

where the t" are one-valued functions of 1/11, 1/12, so that ~~. ~~(1/Il' 1/12) . 9l(P) 
consists of only one point. 

We shall determine for what values of (1/11,1/12) the function D('2, 1/12) van-
ishes on ~. ~2,m. Since D('2, 1/12) is an analytic function of 2 real variables 
'2, 1/12, regular in P'2i-2(I2,,,.), we can cover P'2i-2(I2,m) with a finite number of 
neighborhoods U!,I' in each of which the equation D('2, 1/12) = 0 can be ex-
pressed in the form 

(7.4.6) 

Since X~"'I') (1/12) has in every U!". only a finite number of factors (1/I2-1/I~".,.z», we 
can cover P'2i-2 (I2,m) (perhaps multiply) with a finite number of domains 
9J12".,.. such that D('2, 1/12} =0 can be written in 9J12".,., in the form 

(7.4.7) 

where the '~"""}(1/12) are algebroid functions in Pi-2(IDl!,..). Substituting from 
(7.4.7) into the second equation of (7.4.3), we see that D('2, 1/12) vanishes on 
~. I 2 ,m only for values of (1/11, 1/12) for which 

(7.4.8) 

or 

(II) See Osgood [I, p. 113]. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram in which four-dimensional 
domains have been replaced by plane domains, and surfaces by curves. 
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fa = ^2C"",°,

where the ^'"""'(^ are again algebroid functions in P^SDl2,,«).

In every P^2(Ï2,m) each expression (7.4.8) defines a curve the two-dimen-

sional measure of which is zero. Since the number of these curves is finite

and since m, p, s, I run through a finite set of integers, the measure of the set

§2 which is left after removing all these curves from E[0^^a<2x] will

be 4x2.

Consider now a neighborhood U2, of a point (\p[0>, ̂20l)G§2. We can choose

Uq so small that ^Cí»2 (where g)2, is the closure of U2,). Since in every do-

main Sm = 3Ê2,m-E [(fa, ^2) G2)2,], we have D(r2, fa)^0 on $m®2,we can cover

$m with a finite number of neighborhoods 'iß« in each of which we have the

representation (7.4.5) for ^ß(i-@!-©iW'i, &)• Since the tk(fa, fa) are one-valued

functions, and since there is only a finite number of m and p, ©2 ©2(^1. ^2) con-

sists of a finite number of points for (fa, fa) GU2,, and this proves Lemma 2.

7.5. In this section we study the curves (for (^(ti) see (7.3.1))

(7.5.1) Cîi(ri) = ©2(^i,^)-62i(ri),

on which we suppose no branch points (that is, points of 232) are situated, and

where (^1, fa) is a point of §2. By (7.3.1) we may write (7.5.1) in the form

(7.5.2) C2i(ri) = E[ti = I zi(rie''*\  r2e*')\\.

If rk>0, we call a point (n, r2) of the curve c.2i(i"i) for which (simultane-

ously)

(7.5.3) d( I zi I )/drl = 0,        d( I gl | )/dr, = 0,

a "node." A node is either an isolated point or a point at which (finitely)

many different branches of the curve meet. If (/■?, rf) is neither a node nor a

point of 332» then, by a well known theorem of implicit function-theory, we

can represent C.2i(ti) in a neighborhood of (r°, r°) in one of the two following

forms :

(7.5.4) rx = a(r2),        r2 = a(r-¡),

where a is in both cases an analytic function of one real variable.

It follows, in particular, that if the curve c21(ti), c121(ti) -332 = 0, ends in the

interior of ©2(^1, ^2). it must end at a node. A piece of cJi(ti) which contains

no node but which connects two nodes, two boundary points of ©2(^1, ^2), or

a boundary point and a node, we call a branch of cJi(ti). Each branch is a

regular curve(23).

Since the number of nodes is finite, and since finitely many branches meet

(23) That is to say, a curve whose equation is differentiable infinitely often. In particular,

a branch has a tangent at every point including the end points (since at a node we have the

representation (7.5.4), where a(rk) is an algebroid function).
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in a node, we see that there are only a finite number of branches of which at 
least one end point is a node. 

The neighborhood on @5~(1fl' 1f2) of any interior point of a branch may 
consist of three kinds of points: (i) points corresponding to 12:11 =71, that is, 
points of C~1(71); (ii) points corresponding to 12:11 <71; and (iii) points corre-
sponding to 12:11 >71. We call points of the second kind L(71)-points, points 
of the third kind M(71)-points. We then say that a branch is of the first kind 
if L-points(24) lie on one side of it, M-points on the other; of the second (third) 
kind if L-points (M-points) lie on both sides of it. 

7.6. By means of the function G2(Wl, W2; 1) introduced above (§7.3), we 
divide all points of @5~(1fl' 1f2) into three categories; namely, i-points, e-points 
and a-points, at which G2(Wl, W2; 1) is positive, zero, or negative, respectively. 

If (1fl, 1f2)E~2 (see §7.4), the totality of i-points of @5~(1fl' 1f2) forms a set 
which lies on a Riemann surface. By Lemma 2 there are at most finitely many 
branch points in this set, and each of them may be uniformized by (7.1.3). 
This set will consist in general of many disconnected components. Since (see 
§6) the mapping is schlicht in 

Xli' [I 2:11 ~ E] + Xli' [I 2:21 ~ E], 
and is the identical transformation Wk = Zk on 12:11 = 0 and 1221 = 0, there is 
one and only one component which contains the lines 

t1 11 
nil = E[O ~ rl ~ 1, r2 = 0], au = E[rl = 0, 0 ~ r2 ~ 1] 

as part of its boundary. We denote this component by @5r(1fl, 1f2). The bound-
ary of @5r(1flt 1f2) consists of a:~ and a~, and of pieces of c~1(1) and c~(1) which 
we shall denote by C:~, c:~, respectively (see Figure 3). We shall require the 
following lemma. 

LEMMA 3. If (1fl, 1f2) E~2, the projection of the surface 

t2 -1 [ t2 ] [ ", is. ] @51 (tho t/t2) = w @52 (tho t/t2) C E arg Wk(Ple ,P2e ) = t/tk = const. 

on the PIP2-plane [i.e., the totality of the (PI, P2) coordinates of points of @5r(1fl, 1f2) ] 
covers a set 

3 2 C E [0 < P. < 1 ], 
where m(32) = 1. 

In fact, suppose that 0 <~ < 1, and that there are no points of 5B~ on C~l ~). 
Since the mapping is schlicht in a neighborhood of the line 1 2:11 =~, 1221 =0, 
one and only one branch a~ of C~l~) begins at the point Ko= [rl=~' r2=0]. 
We shall show that by adding to a~ further suitably chosen branches of ~1~}' 
we obtain a connected curve which cuts ~(1). 

<") We shall omit the parameter T, in LlTl) and M(Tl) hereafter. 
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Beginning at Ko we travel outward along a] keeping Z-points to the

left until we reach a point of a\ corresponding to

[|zi(wi, m)\ = X, \z2(wi,w2)\  = l],

>-r,

or a node Ki for which(26)

Fig. 3

Zl      =X,      Z2      <   1.

In the latter case we start from the Z-edge of a\ and turn clockwise round a

sufficiently small circle(26) with center Ki until we meet a new branch Oh of

.the first kind. a\i exists; otherwise we should arrive at the end of a\ where

(26) Hereafter, for simplicity, we shall write |zi| =X, |z2| =1,and omit the argument (wi,a)2).

(M) The radius of the circle depends, of course, on the node. It is small enough so that it

intersects branches with one end point at Ki once and only once, branches with two end points

at Ki only twice, and intersects no branch which does not have an end point at Ki.
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M-points are situated. This is impossible since we cannot connect a point L

with a point M without meeting a branch of the first kind(27).

We now travel along a\\ with L-points to the left until we meet a point

corresponding to [|zi| =X, \z2\ =1 ], or a new node at which |zi| =X, \zí\ <1,

and repeat the same process. It may happen that after running over a set of

branches (uh, 0h+1, ■ • • , a\\+v), v=0, we arrive back at the node Kx from

which we started without leaving the domain E [| zi| < 1, | z2\ < 1 ]. If a set

of branches chosen in this way has the property that only the first and the

*<» ""* "^ «s

f    \
branch of the f\K\ I
second kind I ^^**r

¿¿E——\-/ /
i-edge \ I '

Fig. 4

last have end points at 7£i(28), we call it a chain ui(7£i) hung from K\. Since

in turning clockwise round 7i"i from a\ to a\\ we meet no branch of the first

kind, we conclude that a\\+y must lie to the right of a^. The chain v^fKx) has

an important property: It is possible to draw a curve from the Z,-side of

uJiTsTi) which begins and ends at Kx, but which lies (apart from its end points

and perhaps points lying on branches of the second kind) completely in an

Z,-domain, and which, therefore, cuts | zi| =X (if at all) only in branches of the

second kind. This follows from the fact that in forming the chain we turn

round each node Kp in the clockwise sense until we meet a branch of the first

kind.
After traveling over the branch a\\+v which leads to Kx, we move clockwise

round a sufficiently small circle until we again meet a branch a], say, of the

first kind, then continue along a\, and so on. But we may now run over a second

chain u\(Kx) which leads us over finitely many branches (situated in

E[|zi| <1, |z2| <l]) and then back to Kx again. However, the chains u\(Kx)

and u^T^i) have no common node except Kx. For, in the neighborhood of Kx,

a) lies on the L-side of u\(Kx). If, therefore, we move from Kx along a], we

(") For we must meet a branch. If the branch were of the second or the third kind we could

connect an L- with an Af-point without passing through a point for which |zi| =X.

(28) If the chain contains but one branch Oh, we make a distinction between its two ends.
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must meet a branch a¡+p which lies on the ¿-side of u\(Ki) and ends in a node

Kn at which two branches of the first chain 0h+(1 and ctH+Ji+i also end (see Fig-

ure 5). This is impossible; otherwise in turning clockwise round Kn, after

having travelled a.H+„, we should have met a\+P, and not a^+^+i-

Continuing the process, we may travel over a set Q(Ki) of chains \x\(R~i),

u\(Ki), ■ ■ • , hung from K\\ but no two chains of Q have a common node

other than Ki. Since in turning from a\ clockwise round Ki through 360°

we meet the initial before we meet the final branch of a chain, and since

the number of branches attached to a node is finite, we see that the number

Fig. 5

of chains in Q(Ki) is finite. By traveling round all chains hung from K\ we

must therefore find a branch, a\, say, which will take us away from Ki

never to return ; otherwise we could connect the L-edge of the last chain with

the if-edge of a\ without passing through a branch of the first kind, and this

is impossible. 0.2 leads us to a node K2. At K2 we proceed in the same manner

as at Ki with a\ replaced by a\. We cannot travel along a\ a second time with-

out passing through Ki again, and this is again impossible. The continuation

of our process, therefore, always leads us to new nodes, and since the number

of nodes is finite, we must reach a branch on which a point corresponding to

|zi| =X, \z2\ =1 lies. If not we should pass through all nodes and reach a

branch a] of which one end point is a boundary point of 'BKfa, fa). This end

point corresponds neither to | zi | =0 nor to | Zi | = Pi ; for our curve corresponds

to |zi| =X, 0<X<1< Pi. Furthermore, it cannot be a point for which |z2| =0;

for we started from the point Ko(ri = \, r2 = 0) where, by hypothesis (see p.

147) there is only one branch, and we could, therefore, arrive at K0 only by

passing through Ki. It follows that the branch a) has one end at a point on

I z2| = P2, or at a node for which | z2| > 1.
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The system of branches(29) 

~o.) = (a~, a~, ... , a!_l1 a!.o) 
together forms a connected curve composed only of i-points. 

151 

Since, if E is small enough, we can connect l~o.) to a neighborhood of the 
point 1'1=0,1'2=0, by means of the curve 

E [/ W21 = E, E ~ 1 wd ~ X] 

we see that ~(X) lies in I:5r(1/Il, 1/12)' The curve l~o.) = w-1 [~o.)] is by Lemma 1 
a connected curve with end points at [/zll =X, IZ21 =O]and [/zll =X, IZ21 =1], 
and its projection on the piP2-plane is therefore a fortiori a connected curve 
with end points at (Pl=X, P2=0], (Pl=X, P2= 1]. Since Pl=X on the curve (by 
definition), the projection of no.) is a straig~t line E (Pi =X, 0 <P2 < 1 ]. 

Since, by Lemma 2, 1:5:(1/11, 1/12) contains only a finite number of points 
(W~B), w~B) of 58~, there exists only a finite number of X(B)=lzl(w~B), w~B»1 
for which 

~o. (B» = E [X (B) = 1 Zl(Wl, W2) 1 ' arg w" = 1/1,,] 

contains a point (w~H), w~H» of 58:. For any other value of X, and hence for al-
most all X, the above argument is valid. Since for any X except X=X(H), l~o.) 
is contained in I:5r(1/Il, 1/12), the projection of ~(1/Il' 1/12) covers E(O <PIc < 1) 
with exception of a null set. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 

7.7. In §4 we defined I:5r(1/Il, 1/12), (1/11, 1/12) Ef)2, as that connected compo-
nent of the set of i-points of 1:5:(1/11, 1/12) the boundary of which contains the 
point w(O,O). We now define 

(7.7.1) 

We remark, however, that our theorem is true for any domain 

(7.7.2) 

which has the property that the projection of the surface 

(7.7.3) 
ttz -1 ttz 

1:51 (1/110 1/12) = w [1:52 (I/It, 1/12)] 

fills the unit square E [0 <PIc < 1 J. 
For example, from §7.6 we see that we may take (in (7.7.2» the surface 

(7.7.4) 

(29) a:.o here denotes only the portion of the last branch for which I zsl < 1. 
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However, the resulting domain S^hasthe disadvantage that it is defined

by means of the PT w, whereas the domain 33f is obtained from 332 by a geo-

metrical operation definable without reference to w.

8. Proof. Analytical part

8.1. We begin by restating the definition of P-area (see Bergman [2]). Let

S2 = E[Zi(«i, u2) = xi(«ii u2) A- ix2(ui, u2),

Z2(wi, «2) = X3(«i, «2) + ixt(ui, u2), 0 ^ uk Ú l],

the xy(Mi. "2) being real functions of two real variables which have continuous

derivatives. Then B(£2), the P-area of 22, is defined by

(8.1.2) B(S2) =   f     f   b(Zi, Z2)duidu2,   b(Zi, Z2) = | d(Zu Z2)/d(ui, u2) | ;
J 0   Jo

whereas A(£2), the ordinary area of it, is defined by

(8.1.3) a(Zi, Z2)duidu2,
Jo    J 0

where (30)

a(Zi, Z2) = EG - F2 =

We have, therefore,

'    ■  Xju{XjU2   /   .   Xju2
'     Z—i      Z^> Xjuk

j=i dUk

where

[b(Zi, Z2)]2 = EG - F2 - T2,

1 Xl«iX2u2 "l    X2wiXlu2 X3uxX4«2    '    X4ujX3îj

(8.1.4)

j_vr_/^ dz"\ (dZk
4i i=i L     \dUi       duj \du2

/dZk      dZk\ /dZk      dZk\-\

\dUi        dU2/ \dui        duj J

L k=i dui   dUiJ

and hence(31)

(30) E, Fand G are the coefficients of the fundamental form for the line-element.

(") See Bergman [2, p. 476].
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b(Zi, Z2) = (EG - F2 - T2y>2 ¡t a(Zi, Z2) - \ T [

(8.1.5) 2    dZkBZk
g a(Zi, Z2) - l_ —- —- .

Jfc_l    OMl     OM2

8.2. We recall that Wk = rkei*k; write ©IfxWii fa) for the portion of the sur-

face ®t?(fa> fa) for which 2|wiw2| >X, and write Li, L2 for the two PT's

Zk = \g zk, Wk = ig Wk, respectively. We then define

-BiaM-i, fa) = B{LlW ̂©ÍxW-i, fa)]}

(8.2.1)

rr d(Zx,Zi)

J  J®2,X(*1,*2)

- fL«J   J ®2,X(#l,*j)

<3(lg Wx, lg w2)

d(Zx, Z2)

d(lg wx)d(lg w2)

o(rx, r2)
drxdr2

8.3. We prove the following lemma.

Lemma 4. Suppose that hypothesis (5.1.2) of the theorem is satisfied. Then,

if 0<X<2,

(8.3.1)

(8.3.2)

j    J   Bx*(fa, fa)dfadfa è 2tt2 lg2 X + 4tt2 lg 2 ■ lg (1/X) -

-0[Xlg'(l/X)].

Taking M* = r*, we have from (8.1.5) and (8.2.1) that

Bx,\(fa, fa) sS   I   I   t2 a(Zi, Z2)drxdr2
J   ./®2,X(*l.*2>

Ct2

—  I   I  t2 e(wi, w2)drxdr2,
J   J®2(*l.lM

where Z* = lg [«¿(fie4*1, ̂ e^2)], and

2

e(wx, w2) = X I z* l~2 |(ôz*/âwi) • (dzk/dw2)
i-l

Let

(8.3.3) $,x = P.gPl,igPl{U™\®\\(fa, fa)]}

(8.3.4) ÎÎ.X = E[X ^ 2plP2 < 2, p* < l].

Since by (6.2.3)

2 I zx(wx, w2)-z2(w1, w2)\ g X + 0(X2)
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P>

->Pi

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

>n

for 2|wiW2| =X we see that the boundary of $2>x lies outside Li[ï2iX+0(x2)]
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(see Figure 8). Suppose now that (^i, fa)(E.&2, m(§2)=4x2, where §2 is the

set in Lemma 3. Then by Lemma 3 every point of Lifî^x+otx*)]» with excep-

tion of a set of measure zero, is a point of $2x; and so

(8.3.5)
A[$;,x] = A[Li(îî,x+0(x2,)] = 1/2 [lg (X + 0(X2)) - lg 2]

= (1/2) lg2 X + lg 2 lg (1/X) - 0[X lg (1/X)].

ig pi

lg [X + 0(X,)]-Ig2

Fig. 8 _

Hence by (8.3.5) we have for (fa,fa)(EÍQ2, and therefore for almost all (fa, fa),
that

» » ^   f f ♦ a(Zl' z*)dr¿r* = A{LiW_1[©2t2x(^i, fa)]) = A(ÇÎlX)
(8.3.6) J J &\ (*i.*.,)

è(l/2)lg2X-f-lg2 1g(l/X)-0[Xlg(l/X)].

Finally,

I I e(wi, w2)dridr2   dfadfa
J -r J -T L •/ •/ eP(^t.#t) J

=   1       II   f[e(wi, w2)/| W1W21 ]dua

-//// ,  [¿rVI^I}**J   J   J   J w-l(S3j)<a, L A=l        Z* OZ3_,fc   OZs-fc I J

(8.3.7)

3zs-* dz3_jt I J    W1W2

^   «2-
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by (5.1.2). Substituting from (8.3.6) into (8.3.2), integrating both sides of

(8.3.2) with respect to^* over the square —ir^\f/k<Tr, and using (8.3.7), we

obtain (8.3.1).

8.4. By using the method of Bergman [4, pp. 147-149], we now obtain

an inequality which is a generalization of a result in one variable (see Spencer

[3]). Suppose that the PT

t:    ?* - f*(yi, 0-2),

where ak = £k+ir)k, transforms a domain ®2 into a domain ®i. Let Q2(»ji, 772)

be a set of points defined for each point (771, rj2) of a set 2l2, and contained in

the intersection ®2- (Vk = const.). Let

(8.4.1) B(Vx, vx) =  f f I d(fi, JtVôK a2) I áfcdfc,

(8.4.2) V2 = V[     S      O'Oji, *)],    Fi = V{t[     S      02(vi,m)]}-

We then have

Lemma 5.

(8.4.3) ft tB(r¡utit)dmdnA £ViV,.

The proof is trivial. In fact, writing

b - I ô(fi, fi)/a(oi, 0-2) I, du = dtxdt2dr,xdr,2, 3 =       S       O'foi. Vi),

we have

*[////. Hi////.*1]-r,r*
by the inequality of Schwarz.

8.5. Let33¡,x0 denote the portion of 33Î for which 2|wiw2| >X0. We trans-

form the domain L2(332,x0) by means of the PT LiW-'Lr1, and apply Lemma 5

with ®2= I«(»k0), ®i'= Uw-'WUo), Vk = fa, £* = lg rk, and

2l2 = E[- jr £fa < w].

We take

2 2 *2 -i

Q (171, vi) = O (fa, fa) = L2L©i,x,(^i, fa)]-

Then by Lemma 4
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I Iat B(711, 712)d711d712 = I_: I_:B1'''O(1/I1, 1/I2)d1/l1d1/l2 

~ 211"2 192 >'0 + 411"2 19 2 ·lg (1/>'0) - a2 

- 0 [>'0 19 (1/>'0)], 

if 0 <).0 < 2 (as we suppose). Hence by Lemma 5 

(8.5.2) 
211"2 lg2 >'0 + 411"2 lg 2·lg (1/>'0).- a2 - 0[>'0 19 (1/>'0)] 

where 

157 

Let L denote the PT, Tk=lgTk. The inequality (8.5.2) provides us with a 
lower bound in terms of ).0 for the sum of V[~(SB~.Ao)] and V [L1w-1(SBt"o) ]. 
To obtain the statement (5.1.3) of the theorem-that is, to obtain a lower 
bound for V(SBt"o) . V [w-1(SBt"o) ]-we must rid (8.5.2) of the transformations 
L. We note in this connection that the magnification by L of an element of 
volume at ()., JL, 1/11, 1/12) is proportional to ).-2. Therefore, to derive a lower 
bound for V(SB) from a lower bound for fixed V [L(SB)], we must know some-
thing about the distribution of SB with respect to ). = o. This information is 
supplied here by the "mean valency" hypothesis on SB~. 

8.6. Since the Wk are regular in ~1' we have 
t t 

(8.6.1) V(SB2."o) ~ V(SB2) < 00. 

For brevity we now write 

(8.6.2) G(A) = (1/2) fo A IIg (2/>.) I d(1I"2>.2), E(A) = G(A) + Ot.1A8F(A), 

where F is the function introduced in §4.5. (G(A) is the volume of the portion 
of SBo for which 21w1Wzi <A.) Now we may plainly suppose (without loss of 
generality) that E(A) is continuous. Then by (8.6.1) there exists a number 
A2, 0 <A2 < 00, such that 

(8.6.3) 

We let 
n t (r1' r2, 1/11, 1/12) = n~Hr1' r2, 1/11, 1/12) 

be the number of timesSB~ covers the point (r1' r2, 1/11, 1/12), Wk=rke,t{!«, and let 
t t 

n1(>', Il, 1/11, 1/12) = n (r1, r1, 1/11, 1/12), 
where 
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2 2 2 2  X/2
(8.6.4) 2rxrx = X, p = n — r2, drydr2 = ¿pdX/4(X  + p)    .

Then

Yï =   I       I n (n, r2, ̂ i, fo)»ï r2 drxdr2dfadfa
J -tJ -tJ   J E(2rir2>X0J

/• ¿  « =   f      f      f      f   n^X> "' **• W  ̂  + ̂ rmdpd(\g \2)d^xdfa
(8.6.5) J -TJ -rJ x0  J -00

=     f     P(X)¿(47T2 lg X2)
•'Xo

by (4.3.1) and (4.3.2). Next, integrating by parts,

f   p(X)¿(lgX2)=   f   p(X)X-2á(X2) = ÍA-2 f   p(X)d(X2)l
■J x0 J x0 L       ■' x0 Ja-x0

+ 2 f f   p(X)d(X2)l A-3áA
(8.6.6) 7°   L7» J

= 2J       J*   p(X)á(X2)l A-3¿A,

and hence, substituting from (8.6.6) into (8.6.5), we have that

(8.6.7) F2 = 8 j  f '+/}!"/   P(X)¿(^2X2)1 A"3áA = h + h,

say. Now

(8.6.8) f   p(X)¿(tt2\2) = E(A)
J o

by (4.5.3), since 332G^5(ai); and from the normalization (5.1.1) we see that

(8.6.9) f °p(X)¿(A2) = G(X„) + O(Xo).
•I 0

We suppose that X0<A2, and then, using (8.6.8) and (8.6.9), we have

/• A2 r-    /. A /. X0 -I

Ix = 8 I I    p(X)á(7T2X2) -   I    p(X)¿(7r2X2)     A~3dA

(8.6.10) J\LJ° J° J
= 8 f     [7±(A) - G(X0)]A-3áA + O(X0).

^Xo

Also
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j, = 8 r   r P(x)¿(x2x2) - r °pw^(^^?)l a-^a

(8.6.11)

5 8 I     [£(A2) - G(Xo)]A-3¿A + O(Xo).
J A»A2

Let

(G(A), 0 < A < A2) ÍJS(A), 0 g A < A2,
(8.6.12)      Gi(A) = \ - Ei(A) = \    )    \

Xg(A2), A = A2, \e[Ai], A = A2.

Then substituting from (8.6.10), (8.6.11) and (8.6.12) into (8.6.7) we obtain

the inequality

F2^8j     [Ei(A) - Gi(\o)}A~3dA + O(X0)

(8.6.13)
r*

= 8 [Gi(A) - Gi(X0)]A-3áA + 8oi + O(X0)

by (4.5.1) and (4.5.2). A simple calculation now gives

8 [Gi(A) - Gi(X0)]A-3¿A = — I     | lg (2/X) | d(4w2 lg X2)
•^Xo 2 J\0

(8.6.14) = 2x2 lg2 Xo + 4x2 lg 2 ■ lg (1/X„)

+ sgn (At - 2) • [2x2 lg2 A2 + 4x2 lg 2. lg (1/A2)]

+ 2x2lg22[l + sgn(A2- 2)],

where

1,    if    a = 0,
sgn a = <

l-l, if    a < 0.

and substituting from (8.6.14) into (8.6.13), we obtain

V2 = 2x2 lg2 X0 + 4x2 lg 2 - lg (1/Xo)

/• * < » + Sgn (A2 ~ 2) ' ^ lg2 As + 4t2 lg 2 'lg (1/Aî) I
(8.6.15) r _

+ 2[1 + sgn (A, - 2)]x2 lg2 2 + 8«i + O(X0).

8.7. Since w-»(33l) is schlicht, and w-1(232)C33iC33o, we see that w~l(SO¡)

is mean one-valent with excess 0. Since

V[w->(«J)] = V(33i) =x2,

we can choose a number Ai, 0 < Ai i= 2 such that

(8.7.1) V[w""1(332t)] = G(Ai),

and a calculation similar to that of §8.6 (but simpler) then gives
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(8 7 2)       Vl - 2ir2 lg2 X° + ^ lg 2 'lg (1/Xo)

- 2x2 lg2 Ai - 4x2 lg 2 1g (1/Ai) + O[X0 lg (1/X0)].

8.8. The theorem is now immediate. We suppose first that 0 < A2 < 2. Then

substituting from (8.6.15) and (8.7.2) into (8.5.2), and letting X0—>0, we obtain

2x2(Ig2 Ax + lg2 Ai) + 4a-2 lg 2 • lg (1/AiAi) = 8«i + 2a2,

and so a fortiori

AiA2 ^ exp [- (4«i + «2)/2x2 lg 2].

If A2 ̂  2, we have similarly

2x2(lg2 Ai - lg2 A,) + 4x2 lg 2 lg (Ai/Ai) ^ 4x2 lg2 2 + 8«i + 2a2.

Either A1A2 ̂ 1, or Ai < 1/A2. In the latter case,

lg2Ai-lg2A2^0,

and so (again a fortiori)

Ax ̂  èA2exp [- (8«i + 2a2)/4x2 lg 2] ^ exp [- (4<*i + <*2)/2x2 lg 2j.

Hence for all A2>0,

AtA2 £ min {exp [- (4«i + a2)/2x2 lg 2], l}

= exp [- (4a! + a2)/2x2lg2].

Finally

(8.8.2) V[w-1(s!)]-V[»¡] = G(Ai)£(A2) £ G(Ai)G(A2).

If 0<A2<2, then

G(Ai)G(A2) = lx{ [lg 2 - lg Ai]Ai + jAi} { [lg 2 - lg A2]A2 + ¿A,}
(8.8.3) 4 22

^ Or /16)A!A2.

Secondly, if 2^A2<4, then G(A2) ̂ |7r4A^7r2, and so

(8.8.4) G(Ai)G(A2) è tG(A,) = (7r4/2){[lg 2 - lg A1]A*+ èAi*} £ (¿/(&)AxA2.

Lastly, if A2 ~= 4,

G(Ai)G(A2) = (x/4) { [lg 2 - lg Ai] Ai + \k\\

{[lgA,- lg2]A22 + 4- \a\]

(8.8.5) 4      , . .,   2-,   ,   2> 4 22
£ (tt /8) { [lg 2 - i]A2}   {Ax} ^ (x/64)A!A2.

The theorem (apart from the restriction that n¡g2(0, p, fa, fa) is 1)  follows

from (8.8.1), (8.8.2), (8.8.3), (8.8.4) and (8.8.5).
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9. The restriction that n$2(0, X, fa, fa) = 1

9.1. In §7 we supposed that

(9.9.1) na,(0, X, fa, fa) á 1.

We now indicate how this hypothesis may be removed. Since, however, the

inclusion of all details would lengthen the paper considerably, we give only a

sketch.

9.2. We proceed as follows. We define 332 as the subdomain of points

P(\, p, fa, fa) of 332 for which: (i) X>0; (ii) there exists a pair of numbers

(fa, fa) and a path lying in

E[arg wk = fa, (wi, wi) G 332, | wk \ > O]

which connects (in the sense of §7) P to a neighborhood of the point w(0, 0).

Let 33^ be the subdomain of 332 any point P of which can be connected with

w(0, 0) along a path the transform of which in 33i is contained in

E[argw*(«i,a) = fa, | zk \ < l] - E[ | Zi | = O] - E[ | z21 = 0].

Then 33^331*. We have

Lemma 6. If ïè2Çz5(a.i), thenSßl andS&l* are identical.

In fact, let nft(X, p, fa, fa) be the number of times 33^ covers the point

(X, p, fa, fa). Then Lemma 6 is plainly equivalent to the assertion that

(9.2.1) ntt(0, ¡t, fa, fa) á 1.

Suppose now that a point Po on X = 0 were covered by 33^ twice. Then

there is a path

rl = E[ri(s)eW, r»(*y, Ogiál],

with

[ri(0)e¡*i, r,(0)e'*«] = P0 [n(l), r,(l)] = w(0, 0),

lying, except for its end points, in the portion of 332 for which X>0. Hence

there is a P>0 for which the "tube"

9Î =        S [| Wl - 0)1 |2 + I W2 - co2|2 =  P2]

is contained in 332. Since 9Î lies in a finite region of space, there is an e, «>0

such that the set

E[(n(s) + ei)e«*i+H\ (r2(s) + t3)e«h+u\  \ ,,\ < e]

is contained in 9Î. If

n\\,p,fa,fa)

is the number of times 33| covers the point (X, p, fa, fa), we have, therefore
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(9.2.2) rt(\,p,fa,fa)>l

in a four-dimensional domain

yi(\x) = e[o < x < x(1), p(1) < p < p(2),
(°.2.3) (1) (2) (!) (2)

^1     < 1^1 < fa   , fa     < fa < fa   J.

From the normalization (5.1.1) we now have

V[8t(A)]=-^f     f     f     f   nlQi,ß,fa,fa)—^—-d(\2)dfadfa
loJ-.J-^i)   ./_„ (X2 + p2)1'2

1/.T ,. * ,. A ç. (1-X2/4)

è ~        #1        dfa       d(\2)  I (X2 + p2)-"2dp
16»/_T       •/_„       »/o J-(i-\*/i)

(9.2.4) + — f f f f      (X2 + p2)-i<2dpd(\2)dfadfa + O(A')
16./  •/  ^ ^9!(X)

= V [33o(A) ] + — f f f f     (X2 + p2)-i'2dpd(\2)dfa
16 J J J Jmw

+ 0(A3) > V[33o(A)] + aiA3F(A),

for a sequence of A tending to zero. This contradicts (4.5.3), and proves

Lemma 6.

9.3. Finally, by Lemma 6 we see that for the mapping (6.2.1) there exists

a 5 = ô(p) such that

(9.3.1) rt(\, p, fa, fa) ^ 1,

if 0<X<5.
We now apply the method of §7 to ©^W'i, fa) without introducing ©2(^1, ̂ 2).

Apart from minor complications, the proof then proceeds substantially as

written out above.
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